
Introduction

The arctic fox is not the most important species
bred on farms, but in some countries, like Den-
mark, Finland, Norway, Poland and Russia, fur
production is of economic importance. The most
important fur coat traits are: animal size, pelt size,
fur coat quality, and colour type (Filistowicz et al.
1999). An analysis of the genetic background un-
derlying these traits is hampered by poor informa-
tion on the arctic fox genome, including the
polymorphism and localisation of molecular
markers and functional genes (Klukowska et al.
2002; Rogalska-Ni¿nik et al. 2003; Szczerbal et al.
2003a, 2003b; Switonski et al. 2003). Only very
recently Keski-Nisula et al. (2005) identified the
first linkage groups in this species.

This paper describes the first (to our knowl-
edge) study investigating the association between
selected chromosomal segments and body size

(a trait of economic importance) in the arctic fox.
The analysis comprises: (1) testing of the associa-
tion between selected molecular markers and body
size, based on samples from selective DNA pool-
ing; and (2) investigation of the asymptotic prop-
erties of tests belonging to the power divergence
family (including well-known tests, such as the
likelihood ratio test or the Pearson X2 statistics),
which were applied to test the association. Be-
cause of the relatively small size of the available
data set, among the most challenging steps in the
statistical analysis of the data is the assessment of
association. Since the data set consists of contin-
gency tables of allele counts across the DNA pools
for each of the tested markers, tests from the power
divergence family (Cressie and Read 1988) are
among the standard tools of the analysis. In prac-
tice, we have to account for the following prob-
lems attributed to the analysed contingency tables
based on a relatively small sample size: (i) sparse-
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ness of the table, i.e. for our data set we observe
many small cell counts and even empty cells, so
that the usual assumption that the cell counts go to
infinity does not hold, and consequently the as-
ymptotic distribution of tests may be invalid, (ii)
increasing cell asymptotics, i.e. the more individu-
als are genotyped, the more alleles are observed in
the genotyped sample, and thus the number of ta-
ble cells in the table increases. Possible solutions
for the above problems include the aggregation of
data (marker alleles), by using a different asymp-
totic distribution, and the application of alternative
test statistics. In our study we considered both:
data aggregation – through the application of the
standard odds ratio tests, and the application of the
standard normal asymptotic distribution – through
the normalisation of power divergence tests based
on moments, derived by Osius and Rojek (1989,
1992).

Materials and methods

Data

For this project, 130 DNA probes from arctic
foxes of the Norwegian and Finnish types were
available. Individuals were randomly sampled
within type from a population of 3000 foxes,
which were kept on a commercial farm Œniaty.
Pedigree information on the animals is not avail-
able, but it is known that individuals from differ-
ent types are not related, while it is possible that
there is some degree of relationship within types.
The types differ significantly in body size, the
Norwegian type being smaller and the Finnish
type representing larger animals (Zatoñ-
Dobrowolska and Dobrowolski 2005).

Six molecular markers: C03.629, C05.771,
C08.410, REN227M12, REN275L19, and
LEI002, each representing a different dog chro-
mosome1, were used to form DNA pools. DNA
pooling is a cost-effective procedure, which al-
lows testing the association between molecular
markers and quantitative trait values measured in
individuals (Darvasi and Soller 1994). Pools are
created by cumulating equal amounts of DNA
from each individual assigned to a given pool,
subsequently allele frequencies of selected mark-
ers are estimated within each pool (Pacek et al.

1993). All 130 probes were subjected to DNA
pooling, but during the analysis we found that
about 20% of probes were of insufficient quality.
In the experiment, 4 pools were formed: 2 from
DNA of the Finnish type foxes (41 and 36 individ-
uals) and 2 from DNA of the Norwegian type
(34 and 29 individuals; Table A-1). Because the
available sample was rather small, individuals of
the same type were assigned to each of 2 pools by
random sampling with replacement – meaning that
DNA from some individuals appeared in both
pools and that both pools are no more independent.

Statistical analysis

The statistical analysis of the data from DNA
pooling comprises univariate and multinomial lo-
gistic regression. While the former approach re-
quires aggregation of data, so that one allele is
tested against all the others and allows the compar-
isons of 2 pools at a time, the latter fits a distribu-
tion to all alleles observed at a given marker in
each of 4 pools.

Univariate distribution – odds ratio

The hypotheses tested by the univariate model can
be expressed by Ho: �i = �i* and H1: �i ���i*, where
�i and �

i* are the allele frequencies of a given
marker, observed in pools i and i*, respectively,
while � �i i, * , , ,� 1 2 3 4 and i i� *. A standard test sta-
tistic for this case is the natural logarithm of odds
ratio (ln�):
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where niA and ni*A represent numbers of copies of
allele A in the i-th and i*-th pool, respectively; niA-
and ni*A- are numbers of copies of alleles other
than A for the i-th and i*-th pool, respectively, and
c is a constant providing a better agreement of
with its asymptotic normal distribution in the case
of small allele counts. Note that npA follows a bino-

mial distribution � �f n n n
pA pA pA pA

� 	 ,� , with p

representing pools i or i*. Here, following
Haldane (1956) and simulation results of Agresti
(1999), c = 0.5 was used. Variance of ln� is
a function of the observed allele counts:
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Apart from the nominal significance of ln�, re-
sults of the univariate analysis are presented in the
form of 99% confidence intervals (CIs) of ln�, ex-
pressed by the standard formula based on the nor-
mal approximation of its asymptotic distribution
(Hosmer and Lemeshow 1989):

� �ln �
. ln �

�  �	 z0 005 � ln� � � �ln �
. ln �

�  �� z0 005

Multinomial model – power divergence statistics

A multinomial logistic model (Fahrmeir and Tutz
1994) can be applied to the whole data table with-
out the need of allele count aggregation (Ta-
ble A-2). In such a case, a set of possible
hypotheses can be tested by fitting the following
models:
H0 : �ijk = � vs. H1 : �ijk � � fitting model 1 :
logit(p) = � + e,
H0 : �ijk = �i vs. H1 : �ijk � �i fitting model 2 :
logit(p) = a + e,
H0 : �ijk = �ij vs. H1 : �ijk � �ij fitting model 3 :
logit(p) = a + b + e,
where �� and p represent, respectively, estimated

and observed allele frequency with p �
�

�
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�
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;

� is the common mean; a = [ai] is the allele effect;
b = [bj] is the type effect (i.e. Norwegian versus
Finnish) and e = [eijk] is the residual effect; while
subscripts i �� �1, ..., R , j �� �1 2, , k �� �1 2, stand

for allele, type and pool within each type, respec-
tively. In order to avoid cells with a zero observed
frequency, one was added to each cell of the table.
Note that subscript i = R represents a reference cat-
egory – which is here the frequency of the last al-
lele.

Quantification of the fit of the above models
can be simplified to the problem of comparison
between the observed (n) allele counts and the al-
lele counts estimated by each of the above models
( �n). For that purpose, Cressie and Read (1984) de-
scribe a family of power divergence test statistics,
which compare the ratio of observed and expected
cell counts scaled by parameter �:

where na is the number of alleles at marker a, and
np is the number of parameters fitted by the model.
Note that nijk follows a multinomial distribution

� �f n N
ijk ijk

,� . In the analysis of fox data, we con-

sidered 3 different values of �, yielding: the
Pearson goodness-of-fit test [X(� = 1)], the Free-
man-Tukey test [X(� = –1/2)] and the Cressie-
Read test [X(� = 2/3)]. Furthermore, in order to ac-
count better for the sparseness of data tables, we
applied standard normal transformation to the
Pearson goodness-of-fit test with moments de-
rived by Osius and Rojek (1989):
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comprising: (i) a case of ‘fast-increasing harmonic
mean’, assuming �X(1) = 4(na–1) and

� � � �
X an1
2 8 1� 	 , further denoted as Z1, (ii) a case

of ‘increasing arithmetic mean’, assuming the
same mean as above, but a modified variance

� � � �
X an S1
2

18 1� 	 � accounting for small cell

counts and probabilities, further denoted as Z2,
(iii) a general case, assuming the same mean and a
reduced variance � � � �

X an S1
2

28 1� 	 	 , further

denoted as Z3. Full formulae for variances ex-
panding terms S1 and S2 are given in the Appendix.
The Bayesian Information Criterion:
BIC = –2lnL + npln4na, was calculated as an addi-
tional measure of model fit.

Bootstrap

A parametric bootstrap (Efron and Tibshirani
1993) was used in order to obtain empirical signif-
icance for the 6 test statistics that were applied to
the fox data [i.e. for X(1), X(–1/2), X(2/3), Z1,
Z2, Z3]. Following this approach, for each marker
and each of the 3 models separately, 1000 data ta-
bles were simulated under the assumption under-
lying each of the models. The allele counts within
each table cell were generated on the basis of the
marginal sum of alleles observed at each pool, and
allele frequencies estimated by a given model.

Simulations

Apart from analysing the particular data set, we
were also interested in evaluating asymptotic

properties of tests from the power divergence fam-
ily and their normalised versions. For that pur-
pose, we simulated data tables assuming various
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constellations of equiprobable and skewed null
hypotheses, as well as the alternative hypotheses.

The null hypotheses were defined in terms of
allele frequencies, so that: (1) under the
equiprobable null hypothesis the allele frequen-
cies followed a uniform distribution, across al-
leles; (2) under the skewed hypothesis,
a nonuniform allele frequency distribution was
simulated so that the frequency of an allele was set
to 0.5, while remaining allele frequencies were as-
signed a uniform distribution. While the
equiprobable null hypothesis should be consid-
ered as an ‘ideal’ situation, the skewed hypothesis
more closely resembles allele frequencies ob-
served in real populations. Moreover, under non-
uniform allele frequencies the asymptotic test
properties may be violated even for large samples,
since rare alleles result in small cell counts. Addi-
tionally, in order to imitate the problem of shadow
bands, which often occurs in DNA pooling data,
an incidence of erroneous allele assignment was
simulated for skewed hypotheses (e.g. allele 140
was wrongly assigned as 144) with 2 error rates of
5% and 15%. Apart from allele frequencies, other
parameters used for data generation were: sample
size (40, 70, 200 individuals) and number of al-
leles (3, 4, 5 alleles). The alternative hypotheses
assumed a difference in the frequency of a single
allele between pools of small and large animals,
amounting to 0.05, 0.10, or 0.15, while the num-
bers of alleles and sample sizes simulated were the
same as for null hypotheses. For each set of pa-
rameters, 1000 data sets were generated.

Note that with increasing numbers of alleles
and skewness in allele frequencies, as well as with
decreasing sample size, the sparseness of the data
table increases. Furthermore, the skewed hypothe-
sis for model 1 is no longer the null hypothesis.

Results

Testing trait–marker association in real data

In the first step of the analysis, the comparison of
2 given pools was made on the basis of the ratio of
frequency of a given allele against an aggregated
frequency of all the other alleles, by using ln�.
The aggregation was applied in order to circum-
vent the sparseness of the original data table. As-
ymptotically (i.e. for large sample size), one
would expect that when 2 pools belonging to the
same type are compared, a result is nonsignificant,
whereas for comparing pools from 2 different
types, a significant outcome would occur when an
association between body size and a marker allele

exists. Considering nominal significance levels
depicted in Figure 1, it can be seen that cases exist
where a significantly small type I error corre-
sponds to the comparison of the same types, indi-
cating poor repeatability between pools.
Nevertheless, for marker C03.629, differences in
allele frequencies between the Finnish and the
Norwegian type are significant (P = 0.00168 and
P = 0.00004), while the corresponding compari-
son between 2 pools of the Finnish type remains
nonsignificant (P = 0.34643). Consistent results
can be observed also for marker REN227M12,
were none of comparisons yields a significant re-
sult – indicating no association between this
marker and the trait studied.

When analysing estimated CIs of ln� given in
Figure 2 and Figure 3, a nonsignificant outcome
(P > 0.01) is marked by a CI containing zero. Note
that results for C03.629 and REN227M12 are also
confirmed in those figures. Additionally, for each
of tested alleles of C05.771, CI indicates signifi-
cant differences between different fox types and
nonsignificant differences between pools of the
same type. However, in the case of other markers,
results are inconsistent, since either the signifi-
cance pattern varies depending on the allele tested
(e.g. LEI002) or significant differences are ob-
served between pools of the same type
(e.g. REN275L11).

The next step comprised fitting models 1–3 to the
original (not aggregated) data. On the one hand, this
provides means for testing more precise hypotheses.
On the other hand, due to sparseness of the data, the
reliability of inferences suffers from poor agreement
with asymptotic conditions. Table 1 summarizes in-
formation on the quality of model fit as well as on as-
ymptotic (based on asymptotic test distribution) and
empirical (based on parametric bootstrap) signifi-
cance levels. Small asymptotic P values indicate that
each of the models provides a significantly worse fit
than the full model assuming a different frequency for
each cell. Moreover, the smallest value of BIC, indi-
cating the best-fitting model, is always associated
with the full model. It is evident that none of the ap-
plied models fits the data well. Even if different allele
frequencies are assigned to each type, a common pa-
rameter does not suffice to describe variation in allele
frequencies between pools of the same type. How-
ever, when P values based on bootstrap are consid-
ered, one can conclude that for markers REN227M12
and LEI002 the model fitting the same allele fre-
quency to all the pools is sufficient (indicating no as-
sociation) while for markers C03.629, C05.771, and
C08.410, type-specific allele frequencies are required.
Still, none of the applied models is able to fit data
for marker REN275L19.
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Figure 1. Nominal type I error rate (") for comparing allele frequencies belonging to discordant (#) and concordant ($)
types of the arctic fox. Multiple dots for a given marker represent tests of a given allele against all the other, aggregated

alleles. Only the comparisons that do not involve empty cells are considered.

Figure 2. Confidence intervals for ln�, estimated assuming " = 0.01 for comparison of discordant types of the arctic fox.
Multiple bars for a given marker represent tests of a given allele against all the other, aggregated alleles.

Figure 3. Confidence intervals for ln�, estimated assuming " = 0.01 for comparison of concordant types of the arctic
fox. Multiple bars for a given marker represent tests of a given allele against all the other, aggregated alleles.
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Table 1. Information on fitting multinomial logistic models to the arctic fox data. Models 1–3 are described in the
text. Obs. = full model fitted to the observed cell counts; LnL = natural logarithm of model likelihood;
BIC = Bayesian information criterion.

Model LnL BIC Power divergence statistics asymptotic P values and empirical P values

X(1) X(–1/2) X(2/3) Z1 Z2 Z3

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

C03.629

1 –443.83 890 534.7
0.000
0.000

567.0
0.000
0.000

498.3
0.000
0.000

91.7
0.000
0.000

90.4
0.000
0.000

92.2
0.000
0.000

2 –403.20 817 402.5
0.000
0.006

490.7
0.000
0.000

388.6
0.000
0.000

68.3
0.000
0.006

66.8
0.000
0.006

68.6
0.000
0.006

3 –296.06 614 160.8
0.000
1.000

269.4
0.000
1.000

167.7
0.000
0.814

25.6
0.000
1.000

23.5
0.000
1.000

25.6
0.000
1.000

Obs. –192.77 430

C05.771

1 –320.11 642 209.5
0.000
0.000

311.6
0.000
0.000

211.4
0.000
0.000

50.4
0.000
0.000

50.7
0.000
0.000

51.5
0.000
0.000

2 –315.15 634 232.6
0.000
0.000

279.3
0.000
0.000

222.2
0.000
0.000

56.1
0.000
0.000

56.5
0.000
0.000

56.5
0.000
0.000

3 –274.08 556 118.3
0.000
0.984

209.0
0.000
0.935

124.0
0.000
0.000

27.6
0.000
0.984

26.2
0.000
0.988

26.8
0.000
0.987

Obs. –195.27 407

C08.410

1 –309.12 620 289.0
0.000
0.000

339.1
0.000
0.000

279.6
0.000
0.000

70.2
0.000
0.000

70.6
0.000
0.000

71.2
0.000
0.000

2 –292.13 588 244.2
0.000
0.000

303.0
0.000
0.000

240.9
0.000
0.000

59.1
0.000
0.000

59.1
0.000
0.000

59.5
0.000
0.000

3 –186.47 381 42.1
0.204
0.543

62.8
0.057
1.000

43.7
0.187
1.000

8.5
0.014
1.000

7.9
0.026
1.000

8.4
0.016
1.000

Obs. –159.94 337

REN227M12

1 –335.95 674 136.6
0.000
0.000

276.2
0.000
0.000

149.1
0.000
0.000

32.1
0.000
0.000

32.4
0.000
0.000

33.0
0.000
0.000

2 –296.45 597 109.0
0.000
0.541

145.9
0.000
0.474

106.7
0.000
0.016

25.3
0.000
0.541

25.2
0.000
0.543

25.4
0.000
0.541

3 –277.19 563 58.4
0.076
1.000

93.6
0.000
1.000

60.9
0.063
1.000

12.6
0.000
1.000

12.0
0.000
1.000

12.4
0.000
1.000

Obs. –256.52 530

REN275L19

1 –389.02 781 193.3
0.000
0.000

224.9
0.000
0.000

189.6
0.000
0.000

37.0
0.000
0.000

37.0
0.000
0.000

39.3
0.000
0.000

2 –372.17 752 168.4
0.000
0.000

179.7
0.000
0.000

164.0
0.000
0.000

31.9
0.000
0.000

31.9
0.000
0.000

32.1
0.000
0.000

3 –352.60 720 112.6
0.000
0.328

155.9
0.000
0.184

116.0
0.000
0.002

20.5
0.000
0.328

19.8
0.000
0.346

21.9
0.000
0.300



Empirical distribution of power divergence

statistics

A comparison of the empirical distributions of the
tests from the power divergence family is shown
in Figure 4. Distribution of the X statistics varies
with the degrees of sparseness, expressed by the
number of alleles and sample size. Although
somewhat conservative for sparse data, X statistics
remain in good agreement with their asymptotic
distributions for denser data. The robustness of the
Z statistics towards sparseness of data is mani-
fested by the fact that their distribution does not
depend much on sample size and number of al-
leles, but unfortunately their type I error rates are
very low for all the testing conditions considered –
making those tests extremely conservative.

Figure 5 provides a summary of the empirical
distribution of Z statistics over various simulated
conditions. Since the asymptotic distribution of

Z tests follows a standard normal distribution,
the mean value of the tests should equal zero, and
the standard deviation should equal one. However,
as shown in Figure 5, the estimated mean of Z sta-
tistics is negative regardless of testing conditions.
This means that the reason for the conservative-
ness of Z tests is the overestimation of the true
mean of X(1) by the expression for �X(1), proposed
by Osius and Rojek (1989). On the other hand,
the standard deviations are always underesti-
mated, since all the values are smaller than one.
It can be deduced from Table 1, Figure 4 and Fig-
ure 5, that not much difference is observed be-
tween the 3 different types of normalised tests.

Turning to the X tests, one can recognise that
for most of the simulated testing conditions, repre-
sented along the X-axis, the empirical P values de-
picted in Figure 6 are smaller than the assumed
0.05 threshold, indicating that also the X statistics
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Table 1 cont.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Obs. –
284.07

598

LEI002

1 –470.62 944 157.5
0.000
0.000

228.7
0.000
0.000

163.2
0.000
0.000

25.0
0.000
0.000

25.0
0.000
0.000

25.2
0.000
0.000

2 –428.65 868 113.0
0.000
0.458

117.6
0.000
0.438

108.7
0.000
0.223

17.2
0.000
0.458

17.0
0.000
0.461

17.3
0.000
0.458

3 –417.75 858 78.0
0.047
0.992

117.6
0.000
0.986

79.7
0.043
0.784

11.0
0.001
0.992

10.8
0.001
0.993

11.0
0.001
0.992

Obs. –371.29 787

Figure 4. Comparison of empirical P values of the X and Z statistics for an asymptotic distribution cut-off of 0.05 under
selected testing conditions. Three bars for each test statistic represent (from left to right) simulated designs with 3, 4 and
5 marker alleles, respectively. Three graphs represent simulated designs with (from left to right) 40, 70 and 200

individuals, respectively.
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Figure 5. Summary of the empirical distribution of the Z statistics across all sets of simulated conditions. The left and
right diagrams show, respectively, means and standard deviations (SD) of the test statistic calculated from 1000 data sets.

Z1 is represented by circles, Z2 by triangles, and Z3 by squares.

Figure 6. Summary of empirical P values of the X statistics for an asymptotic distribution cut-off of 0.05, across all sets
of simulated conditions. X (1) is represented by circles, X (–1/2) by squares, and X (2/3) by triangles.

Figure 7. Summary of the empirical power for an asymptotic distribution cut-off of 0.05, across all sets of simulated
conditions. Numbers along the X-axis represent sample sizes. Three graphs represent simulated designs with (from left to
right) a difference of 0.05, 0.10 and 0.15, respectively, in frequency of an allele between pools of small and large animals.
X (1) is represented by black circles, X (2/3) by grey circles, X (–1/2) by black diamonds, Z1 by grey diamonds, Z2 by black

squares, and Z3 by grey squares.



are conservative. The only exception can be ob-
served for sparse samples.

As expected, the power of detecting the associ-
ation increases with the increasing difference in
allele frequencies between pools and with increas-
ing sample size, but also with the number of
marker alleles (Figure 7). This applies especially
to larger samples, since smaller numbers of ani-
mals provide generally low (70 individuals) or no
(40 individuals) power of detecting the associa-
tion. In other words, for a data set consisting of 40
individuals, it is usually not possible to detect any
association. Also 70 individuals provide very low
power, not exceeding 0.50. Comparing different
test statistics, clearly the highest power is attrib-
uted to X(–1/2), which also showed relatively good
asymptotic properties! Based on the simulated re-
sults, under the ideal conditions with many indi-
viduals and many alleles, by using X(–1/2) for
a difference of 0.15 in allele frequency, one ob-
tains the maximum power of one.

Discussion

An association was found between marker allele
frequency and body size observed for fox genome
regions corresponding to canine chromosomes
3 (marker C03.629), 5 (marker C05.771), and
8 (marker C08.410). Since no linkage and associa-
tion studies have been carried out in the arctic fox,
our findings indicate that those 2 chromosomes
could be the first choice for further analysis in or-
der to verify our preliminary results.

One of the major methodological problems in
the analysis of contingency tables using odds ratio
are many possible comparisons (theoretically
n nrows columns

2 2

�

�
��

�

�
��
�

�
��

�

�
��), which are then difficult to be

summarised by a single number without some loss
of information. The application of odds ratio to the
contingency table data and the validity of its CIs
were analysed by Agresti (1999). Simulation re-
sults obtained by Agresti (1999) show that the
coverage probability of classical CIs is valid even
for small data sets, unless the association is very
strong. Applying the variance correction of
c = 0.5, as was done in our study, provides shorter
CIs, which remain valid for �� � 4. Since in our
data the vast majority of �� values do not exceed 4,
there was no need to apply more complicated cor-
rections. Although the application of multinomial
models allows more flexibility in hypothesis test-
ing, the investigations of the properties of power
divergence family statistics in our simulations in-

dicated problems with their asymptotic distribu-
tions. The Pearson goodness-of-fit test (X(1)) has
reasonably good asymptotic properties and, unless
a new formulation of the mean is derived, the nor-
malised statistics are not recommended, since they
fail to keep the assumed significance level.
Our findings remain in good agreement with simu-
lation results presented by Garcia-Pérez and
Nú�ez-Antón (2001). However, another notewor-
thy test is X(–1/2), since for reasonably good type I
error rates it is clearly superior in power. Numer-
ous alternative test statistics derived for contin-
gency tables aiming to have good asymptotic
properties for small samples have been proposed
e.g. by Copas (1989), Farrington (1996) and Orme
(1988), but these were not considered in our study.
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Appendix

Table A-1. Allele frequencies observed in DNA pools for arctic foxes of the Norwegian (N) and Finnish (F) types
at each of 6 analysed markers

marker C03.629

alleles 147 149 155 157 161 147 149 155 157 161

Type Norwegian Finnish

Pool 1 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.80 0.00 0.19 0.81 0.00 0.00 0.00

Pool 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.92 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.86 0.14 0.00

marker C05.7771

alleles 75 79 81 75 79 81

Type Norwegian Finnish

Pool 1 0.56 0.00 0.44 0.26 0.00 0.74

Pool 2 0.51 0.00 0.49 0.15 0.85 0.00

marker C08.410

alleles 69 71 73 69 71 73

Type Norwegian Finnish

Pool 1 0.00 0.88 0.12 0.43 0.00 0.57

Pool 2 0.00 0.74 0.27 0.00 0.03 0.97

marker REN227M12

alleles 105 107 109 105 107 109

Type Norwegian Finnish

Pool 1 0.58 0.42 0.00 0.53 0.00 0.47

Pool 2 0.44 0.00 0.56 0.46 0.00 0.54

marker REN275L19p

alleles 203 205 209 211 203 205 209 211

Type Norwegian Finnish

Pool 1 0.09 0.88 0.03 0.00 0.07 0.43 0.49 0.00

Pool 2 0.40 0.40 0.20 0.00 0.56 0.18 0.00 0.26

marker LEI002

alleles 151 153 155 157 159 151 153 155 157 159

Type Norwegian Finnish

Pool 1 0.00 0.02 0.49 0.49 0.00 0.00 0.30 0.37 0.34 0.00

Pool 2 0.40 0.05 0.42 0.06 0.07 0.09 0.02 0.47 0.31 0.10



Following Osius and Rojek (1989), for the test sta-
tistic Z2, the correction term (S1) for the variance
of X(1) under 'increasing arithmetic mean' is given

by: � �S
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the test statistic Z3, representing the general case,
the corresponding correction term (S2) takes the
quadratic form: S2 = CT(�� I

–1(�� C(�� , where I is
the information matrix of model parameters �

(np × np) and the (1 × np); vector C is the function
of estimated table cell probabilities and their de-
rivatives with respect to �, which is given by:
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. Formulation of

C(%� for the 3 logistic models applied in the cur-
rent study is given below, illustrated by an exam-
ple for a marker with 4 alleles:
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Table A-2. Parameterisation of data tables corresponding to the applied multinomial logistic models (example is
given for a marker with 4 alleles)
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c) model 3: logit(p) = a + b + e
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